DSIREinsight provides policy research and analysis services to energy industry professionals. DSIREinsight's subscription services focus on distributed solar, grid modernization and energy storage, electric vehicles, and power decarbonization, as well as customized energy policy research. DSIREinsight services offer a deeper dive into U.S. clean energy policy, with an emphasis on new policies and policy changes under consideration across the country. The DSIREinsight team utilizes decades of personal and institutional experience to provide comprehensive energy policy intelligence.

**DISTRIBUTED SOLAR**
Understand the rapidly evolving solar policy landscape, including net metering reforms, community solar policy, and rate design changes, with our distributed solar policy tracking.

**GRID MODERNIZATION**
Keep up with state and utility grid modernization efforts with our expansive tracking of grid modernization activities, from energy storage policy to utility business model reform.

**POWER DECARBONIZATION**
Coming Soon: Be informed of clean energy targets, carbon emission policies, and utility integrated resources plans and RFPs, among other state and utility actions by utilizing our power decarbonization tracking.

**ELECTRIC VEHICLES**
Stay on top of transportation electrification activities across the country with our comprehensive EV policy tracking, covering policy and regulation, rate design, infrastructure deployment, and more.

www.dsireinsight.com
DSIREinsight subscription packages provide a comprehensive review of policy changes under consideration related to three technology areas: (1) distributed solar, (2) grid modernization and energy storage, and (3) electric vehicles.

### Subscription Packages

#### Report Subscription
- Choose **One** Technology Area. Includes:
  - Annual subscription to one 50 States quarterly report series
  - **$1,500/year**
- Individual reports also available for **$500** each

#### Single Tech Subscription
- Choose **One** Technology Area. Includes:
  - Annual subscription to one 50 States quarterly report series
  - Biweekly legislative and regulatory tracking
  - Policy data sheets
  - Curated monthly policy update emails
  - **$4,500/year**

#### All-Tech Subscription
- All **Three** Technology Areas Included With:
  - Annual subscription to all three 50 States quarterly report series
  - Biweekly legislative and regulatory tracking
  - Policy data sheets
  - Curated monthly policy update emails
  - **$10,500/year**

#### All Access Subscription
- All **Three** Technology Areas Included With:
  - Annual subscription to all three 50 States quarterly report series
  - Biweekly legislative and regulatory tracking
  - Policy data sheets
  - Curated monthly policy update emails
  - Plus: State PURPA data and Utility Avoided Cost Data
  - **$15,500/year**

*We offer a nonprofit/education discount - Contact us at afproudl@ncsu.edu*

### SUBSCRIPTION PACKAGE COMPONENTS:

#### 50 States Reports
The 50 States reports detail legislative and regulatory activity related to our three technology areas – Distributed Solar, Grid Modernization & Energy Storage, and Electric Vehicles – on a quarterly basis. The reports include a summary of each action occurring during the quarter, links to original bills and dockets, original analysis of policy trends, and an outlook for the following quarter.

#### Policy Data Sheets
Policy data sheets include information on existing policies and incentives related to our three research areas in excel spreadsheet format.

#### Curated Monthly Email Updates
Monthly policy update emails cover the most important solar, grid modernization, electric vehicle, and power decarbonization policy developments over the past month, curated by the DSIREinsight team.

#### Legislative & Regulatory Tracking
Biweekly legislative and regulatory tracking builds upon the analysis included in the 50 States quarterly reports by providing updates on a biweekly, rather than quarterly, basis.

#### Avoided Cost Data
Avoided Cost Data includes current avoided cost rates for each U.S. investor-owned utility and links to current rate tariffs.

#### State PURPA Data
State PURPA Data includes a summary of how each state implements the federal Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA), links to relevant statutes and regulations, and a description of active state legislative or regulatory efforts to revise PURPA implementation.

www.dsireinsight.com
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